Garden of the Muses at the Greek sea

Classical and Modern Greek

speaking and philosophizing

for students, pupils and Greek scholars

in this course you will discuss the works of Aristotle or Plato while using erasmian and modern pronunciation. By doing so you will better understand the continuity of the Greek language and also learn modern Greek more easily!

Benefits of this course:

broadened knowledge of Greek grammar and classical philosophy

20th of July – 03rd of August 2019 /
17th – 31st of August 2019
(other dates possible!)

With our teacher Ms. Antonia Kyrilou in our music-cultural holiday-meeting place located at the beach surrounded by a 4000qm flower- and fruit garden

Special offer for Groups of pupils on request

A funding project by the Hellenikon Idyllion since 27 years

For more information about our course program and accommodations www.idyllion.eu
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